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Abstract Enterprise software is evolving at a faster rate
than ever before with customer’s expecting upgrades to occur
regularly. These upgrades not only have complex conse-
quences for legacy software but the database upgrade also.
This paper discusses the challenges associated with rela-
tional database schema migrations which commonly occur
with major upgrade releases of enterprise software. The most
prevalent method of performing a schema migration is to
execute SQL script files before or after the software upgrade.
This approach performs poorly with large or complex data-
base migrations and also requires separate script files for each
supported database vendor. A tool was developed for a com-
plex database upgrade of an enterprise product which uses
XML in a metadata-driven approach. The key advantages
include the ability to abstract complexity, provide multi-
database vendor support and make the database migration
more manageable between software releases. This marks an
evolutionary step towards autonomic self-migrations.
Keywords Autonomic · Database · Upgrades · Migrations ·
Metadata
1 Introduction
Enterprise software is evolving at a faster rate than ever
before with customer’s expecting upgrades to occur regu-
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larly. As the software evolution becomes more complex, so
too can the database upgrade. This complexity can compro-
mise the software design as developers become reluctant to
perform large or complex schema changes between software
versions [1].
To highlight this complexity consider a motivating real-
world scenario: a tool was created to upgrade the enterprise
software I B M T ivoli Netcool Configuration Man-
ager (ITNCM) [13] from version 6.2 to 6.3. Up until version
6.2 database changes had been essentially straightforward
and consisted of an SQL script file appropriately named
“upgrade.sql”. This was bundled with the software upgrade
and contained all the SQL statements that were necessary to
update the new database schema.
However, the 6.3 release had substantial database schema
and data changes. An issue that was identified with the 6.2
schema was its primary keys were of type VARCHAR
and these all had to be changed to be of type NUMBER.
Changing each database VARCHAR field to be of type
NUMBER was non-trivial task as any foreign key links had
to be updated.
The total amount of SQL queries needed to update the
ITNCM 6.2 schema was approximately four thousand. To
produce these changes manually would have taken too long,
and with a tight deadline to meet, a different approach to
implement the database migration was required.
In this paper the current research in this field is exam-
ined, issues with the current industry approach are discussed
along with the typical changes required in a database upgrade.
A meta-data approach to performing database migrations is
then examined and how it can assist the goal of abstracting
the schema migration. The remainder of the paper details the
“Cutover Tool”, which was created for this work, and which
uses a meta-data approach to perform a complex real-world
multi-vendor database schema upgrade.
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2 Current research
Several approaches exist for migrating a software system
such as Forward Migration Method and the Reverse Migra-
tion Method [2]. The Forward Migration Method migrates the
database before the software, whereas the Reverse Migration
Method migrates the software application first and the data-
base migration last. Meier [3] categorizes database migra-
tion strategies into three main areas: data and code conver-
sion, language transformation and data propagation. This
work concentrates on the data conversion and data prop-
agation and is not concerned with language transforma-
tion.
The migration of a database can happen at various dif-
ferent levels. These database levels include its contextual
schema, internal schemas and external schemas [4]. The data-
base migration could be basic, e.g. converting schemas and
data restructuring. It can also be more complex such as the
horizontal and vertical splitting of table data or computing
column data from old data [5].
A customer database can be migrated in a phased man-
ner by creating a new database instance, installing the latest
schema and then transporting the data from the old instance to
the new. If there are insufficient resources to have two simul-
taneous databases, then the migration can be performed on a
single live database.
Maatuk et al. classify DB migration into two main tech-
niques: Source-to-Target (ST) and Source-To-Conceptual-
To-Target (SCT) [26]. The ST approach translates source
to an equivalent target, generally without an ICR (Interme-
diate Conceptual Representation) for enrichment, utilizing
flat, clustering or nesting techniques. SCT essentially has
two stages; reverse engineering where a conceptual scheme
is derived from the existing DB (e.g. ERM) then forward
engineering that conceptual schema into the target [26]. The
SCT approach is presented as being especially necessary if
the source DBMS, e.g. relational, is structurally different
from the target, e.g. Object Oriented. In terms of deriving
the ICR, Andersson extracts a conceptual schema by inves-
tigating equi-join statements [27]. This approach uses a join
condition and the distinct keyword for attribute elimination
during key identification. Alhajj developed algorithms for
identifying candidate keys to locate FKs in an RDB using
data analysis [28]. Chiang et al. [29] presented a method for
extracting an Extended ERM (EERM) from an RDB through
derivation and evolution of key-based inclusion dependen-
cies [26].
Currently, one of the most common methods is to bundle
the upgrade software with one or more script files which
contain the SQL statements necessary to update the database
schema and data [5,6].
This basic method gets more cumbersome and unman-
ageable when the differences in the database schema become
Table 1 Illustration how the Cutover Tool (reported in this paper) com-
pares with other database schema migration tools on features
Operations Migrate4J
[8]
SwisSQL
[9]
Cutover
Tool
Multi-vendor DB support Yes Yes Yes
Basic schema changes Yes Yes Yes
Manipulate data in place No No Yes
Column type changes Yes Yes Yes
Update of foreign keys No No Yes
Large object manipulation No Yes Yes
Table merging and splitting No Yes Yes
Execute scripts No Yes Yes
Dynamically run Java code No No Yes
more complex and/or the volume of SQL statements are in the
thousands [7]. This complexity becomes more compounded
if there are variations in the database schemas for different
customers, e.g. custom software functionality.
Various database migration tools exist such as the open
source Migrate4j [8] which performs schema changes using
Java code and SwisSQL [9] which has the ability to convert
SQL queries between database vendors.
Bernstein [10] remarks major productivity gains can be
achieved by utilising model management when manipulating
schemas. Yan et al. [11] notes, however, that tools which
manage complex queries for data transformation are still in
a primitive state. Curino et al. [12] presents a tool which
claims to provide “graceful schema evolution” through the
use of Schema Modification Operators (SMO’s).
Table 1 illustrates how the cutover tool compares with
other migration tools which support multiple database ven-
dors:
Ideally advanced automation of the process is the way for-
ward to cope with the complexity. Autonomic Computing,
inspired by the sub-conscious biological self-management,
has over the past decade presented the vision to remove the
human from the loop to create a self-managing computer-
based system [20]. Self-updates, self-migration, self-cut-
overs, all should be a part of this initiative.
When the Autonomic vision was first presented, it was
done so as a 20- to 30-year research agenda requiring a rev-
olution. Yet at the opposite end of the scale, as it was an
industrial initiative, it also attempted to present an evolution-
ary path for industry to immediately start to consider steps
to create self-management in their legacy and systems under
development.
The Autonomic Capability Maturity Model [21] (Fig.
1) was published to acknowledge that autonomicity cannot
happen overnight (indeed Strong-Autonomicity may require
“Autonomic-Complete” and dependent on the achievement
of AI-Complete, as such the Human-out-of-the-total-loop
may be more a motivating inspiration than an actual goal).
The ACMM motivates the progression from manual, to man-
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Fig. 1 Autonomic capability maturity model [21]
aged, to predictive, through adaptive and finally achieve-
ment of autonomicity. The database upgrades currently fall
between levels 1 to 2. The aim of the work reported here is
to progress to level 3.
One of the successes of Autonomic Computing (AC) has
been DBMS’ due to the implicit management environment
nature of RDBMS’, together with the self-tuning direction
of DBMS research, has aligned with the objectives of AC.
Within the SMDB (Self-Managing Database) community
itself they have naturally focused on self-optimizing and self-
tuning for instance: statistical approaches for ranking data-
base tuning parameters [22], Probabilistic adaptive load bal-
ancing for parallel queries [23], but also have looked towards
other self-* properties such as self-healing [24].
For DBs and Enterprise Software in general to become
fully autonomic, the upgrades must also become self-
managing.
3 Issues with current approach
The databases that support current enterprise applications
have hundreds and even thousands of tables. Maier [14]
has observed through empirical analysis that enterprise data
models have an average of 536 entity types.
As mentioned in the introduction the most common
approach in implementing a database upgrade is to write one
or more SQL scripts. This performs well for a diminutive
number of simple database schema changes. If, however, the
schema changes become more complex the migration also
becomes error prone and labour intensive.
If multiple database vendors are supported then separate
(but conceptually similar) SQL scripts will need to be main-
tained. It becomes easy for changes to make their way into
one script but not another. Another point worth making is
that as these scripts become larger they also become more
difficult to comprehend as the various changes become lost
in a “sea” of SQL.
We have defined a taxonomy of the kinds of change typi-
cally required to perform a DB migration. In total we identi-
fied 11 kinds of change, which we have subdivided into two
categories, “simple” and “complex”.
In total there are six “simple” kinds of schema changes:
1. Add table: add a new database table.
2. Delete table: delete an existing database table.
3. Rename table: rename an existing database table.
4. Add column: add a database column.
5. Delete column: delete a database column.
6. Rename column: rename a database column.
These “simple” changes can generally be achieved using
a single SQL statement. There are a further five “complex”
kinds of change:
1. Manipulate data in place: updating the existing database
content.
2. Column type changes: data type migration e.g. changing
column type from textual to numeric.
3. Update of foreign keys: if a primary key changes then all
its foreign keys may require updates.
4. Large object manipulation: e.g. changing a BLOB to a
CLOB and vice versa.
5. Table Merging and Splitting: e.g. one table becomes two
or vice versa.
These complex schema changes include anything which
may not be performed using a single SQL statement and
which may require knowledge of the database schema, such
as a list of the foreign key constraints.
In addition to these functional requirements there are sev-
eral non-functional requirements that affect the migration
design: These are as follows:-
1. Multiple “migrate from” versions: each software version
may have a different schema which could result in an
exponential amount of different upgrade scenarios.
2. Different database vendors: different migrations are
required for each database vendor such as IBM-DB2®,
Oracle®, MySQL etc.
3. Continuous integration: the migration must be encoded
as text so using source control multiple developers can
work on and merge their schema changes.
For large database upgrades a declarative metadata-based
approach proved to be a better solution. The user would define
the migration in terms of the six simple and five complex
kinds of changes defined above. A tool would then read this
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Fig. 2 Standard vs meta-data approach
metadata and generate the SQL necessary to perform the
upgrade.
This approach improves on a simple SQL script as the
migration can be expressed in a much more compact form and
enables different variations to be easily created. The chances
of errors being introduced are reduced as the user is less likely
to make a minor SQL error such as an omitted statement.
No database-specific information is required which means
for each upgrade, only a single migration file is required
regardless of how many database vendors are supported.
4 A metadata approach
A metadata approach would consist of adding a new layer
of information which describes the database migration. This
layer can be encoded in a variety of ways such as XML
[15], JSON [16] and YAML [17] or even plain ASCII text.
XML was chosen for this work as it has several advantages
over ASCII which include the ability to create user definable
structures, hierarchical data, schema validation and exten-
sive library support for most programming languages.
The database XML metadata need to be read by a piece
of software which translates the various lines of XML into
SQL statements as illustrated in Fig. 2.
For example, the following SQL drops the column ID in
the EMPLOYEE table:
ALTER TABLE EMPLOYEE DROP COLUMN ID;
This could be encoded in XML as follows:
The reader may ask why this extra layer of information is
required. In the “drop column” example outlined it certainly
looks like it is needlessly adding complexity to generate what
is a simple SQL statement.
This approach does, however, bring powerful advantages
with more complex tasks, such as changing the type of a
foreign key column from a VARCHAR to an NUMBER.
For example, the following six SQL statements change the
EMPLOYEEID column of the SALARY table from a VAR-
CHAR to a NUMBER. This column is also a foreign key
which points to the ID column in the EMPLOYEE table.
This is achieved by creating a temporary column named
TEMP_EMPLOYEEID.
These six SQL statements could be replaced with the fol-
lowing XML:
In the above example, the XML is more concise and intu-
itive for the user. Also, using this metadata approach context
is introduced through the naming and values of the XML
elements and attributes.
4.1 Cross database support
SQL statements which change a database schema such as
ALTER TABLE can vary between different database ven-
dors. The following exemplifies the differences between Ora-
cle, IBM-DB2 and MySQL when altering a column type:
Now the power of using a metadata approach becomes
apparent. If you take the scenario of two customers who have
the same version of your software, but one customer is on
IBM-DB2 and the other is using Oracle and they both require
a major schema update.
Using a metadata approach we can have the same XML
file which gets translated into the relevant SQL statements
for each database vendor. This eliminates the need to have
separate SQL script files (each possibly containing several
thousand statements) for each database, which must be kept
perfectly in sync each time a change occurs on the database
schema.
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5 The Cutover Tool
A meta-data-based database migration tool was developed
entirely in Java® and uses the JDOM library [18] for its XML
parsing/creation. Its main characteristics include using an
XML script to describe the database transformation declara-
tively. This script is partially generated and can be improved
and extended manually. The Cutover Tool then reads the com-
pleted script and converts it into SQL statements, which are
in turn executed against a target database. Figure 3 illustrates
its architecture which is split roughly into three stages:
1. Cutover generation: a smaller tool called the “Cutover
Schema Generation” which takes two database connec-
tions (the current and target database) and produces a
basic cutover XML file specific to the database upgrade.
2. Manual updates: the cutover XML file is manually edited
to ensure the generated schema is correct and also to add
more complex operations which cannot be generated (e.g.
regeneration of primary keys).
3. Database upgrade: another tool called the “Cutover tool”
takes the edited cutover XML as input and executes
it against a customer database as part of the software
update.
Each step is now explained in greater detail:
5.1 Stage 1: Cutover generation
The first stage involves executing the “Cutover Schema Gen-
erator”. This tool creates the basic cutover XML file which
contains “simple” schema changes as outlined in Sect. 2.
It can also partially infer some of the “complex” changes.
However, stage 2 is a manual declaration of these.
The generator takes two database connections as its input
and compares their tables, column names and column types
and writes these differences as “action” elements into a XML
file.
The order of the database connections is important i.e.
database “A” should have the same schema that a customer
is currently on, whereas database “B” should be the target
database which will work with the target software upgrade.
The “action” elements then describe what is necessary to alter
the schema of database A to become the schema of database
B.
Figure 4 illustrates two basic potential mock databases
schemas where “Database A” is the current database schema
and “Database B” is the database schema we want to upgrade
to.
In this example, there are six differences between these
two very basic database schemas:
1. EMPLOYEE.ID: column alteration
2. EMPLOYEE.AGE: column addition
3. SALARY.SALARY_TYPE to SALARY.TYPE: column
rename
4. SALARY.DESCRIPTION: column delete
5. SALARY.EMPLOYEEID: column alter
6. LEGACY: table drop
The cutover schema generation tool would examine the
two databases and by comparing schema data from their
respective tables and columns it creates the following cutover
XML file:
The generated XML consists of the main <cutover> ele-
ment, which contains an <actions> element which contains
three <table> elements. Each <table> element then con-
tains several <column> elements with its “action” attribute
expressing the type of schema change.
If the generated XML is examined it becomes apparent the
column rename was not created successfully. It assumed the
SALARY_TYPE column was to be dropped and the TYPE col-
umn was new. This may well be what was required. To guar-
antee correctness, this stage requires human intervention to
ensure the schema changes are correctly specified. The drop
and add <salary> elements can be removed and replaced
with a new “rename” <salary> action which is correct in
this scenario. This ensures the data in the SALARY_TYPE
column are retained and its column name is all that is modi-
fied.
When the cutover generation tool was run against the two
ITNCM databases, it created about 80 % of the XML ele-
ments required in the upgrade. This equated to 610 “column”
elements inside 138 “table” elements which greatly reduced
the work load. This figure of 80 % is migration dependant and
will vary loosely on the ratio of simple to complex updates
in each specific database upgrade.
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Fig. 3 Architecture of “Cutover Tool”
Fig. 4 Two mock database schemas, A and B. The schema differences between database A and B are denoted on the right-hand side
5.2 Stage 2: Manual updates
The second stage of the cutover involves editing the gener-
ated XML file and resolving any discrepancies, e.g. column
renames instead of column drop and adds.
The other manual updates and additions include the more
complex upgrade types detailed in Sect. 2. The implementa-
tion of each of these complex types is now discussed in more
detail.
1. Manipulate data in place
This complex type is concerned with updating the values
of the existing data. This is achieved by adding a “value”
attribute to the <column> element. The value can be one of
three kinds as follows:
(a) Arbitrary number, e.g. setting column level to 5.
<column name=”level” value=”5”/>
(b) Another column, e.g. setting id to employeeid
<column name=”id” value
=”employeeid”/>
(c) SQL Statement—where more power is required
<column name=”id” value=”SELECT ID
FROM EMPLOYEE”/>
where more complex data manipulation is required <sql>
and <script> elements can be used.
2. Column type changes
In the previous versions of ITNCM the primary keys of
all the database tables were of type VARCHAR. In version
6.3 it was decided to change these to be of type NUMBER.
Having a primary key of type NUMBER gives us several
advantages including improved database performance, more
efficient storage and the ability to utilise the cross database
automatic key generation capabilities of Open JPA (Java-
based data binding technology) [19].
Some tables in the previous system consisted of spe-
cial rows where the primary key contained a constant tex-
tual value, e.g. “Searches”, “Content”. In the new ver-
sion, special numbers had to be picked which mapped to
these constant text strings and the install time SQL content
scripts/application code had to be updated accordingly. These
special numbers started at −100, e.g.
“Searches” becomes “−100”
“Content” becomes “−101”
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The rational behind the keys starting at −100 was to avoid
code which relies on 0 or −1, which the application used at
times to denote null, empty or not selected. The decision to
update the existing primary keys to minus numbers enabled
the values of new primary keys (post cutover) to start incre-
mentally from 1, and therefore, not conflict with existing
number-based data.
To achieve column mapping, the cutover XML file was
updated to include the following <columnmaps> element
which is inserted before the <actions> elements. To apply
a map to a table column a new optional “mapid” attribute has
been added to the “column” element. The following example
defines a column map called “users” which is applied to the
ID column of the USERS table:
Dynamic mapping is also achievable by utilising special
“sqlkey” and “sqlvalue” elements inside the <map> ele-
ment, e.g.
Defining these data in XML format ensures the mapping
can be implemented in various ways depending on the data-
base/environment or even to improve the performance of the
upgrade without having to change the underlying XML.
For this work NUMBER to VARCHAR mapping was
used but the <columnmap> can manage various mapping
scenarios such as VARCHAR to NUMBER, VARCHAR to
TIMESTAMP, etc.
If a primary key column type is altered from a VARCHAR
to a NUMBER we may need some way of regenerating its
numbers. If the primary key column has constant values,
then these should get mapped first as outlined in the pre-
vious section. Sometimes a VARCHAR column may contain
numbers which are unique; in this situation the regeneration
Fig. 5 This example illustrates a database column type change from
VARCHAR to INTEGER and value regeneration
of the field may not need to be required. Regeneration of a
column can be specified with the “regenerate_key” attribute,
e.g.
At cutover execution, the column will change from a VAR-
CHAR to a NUMBER and its values will be regenerated for
all existing rows of data (see Fig. 5).
3. Update of foreign keys
If a primary key column has its values regenerated (see
previous section) and one or more foreign key columns point
to the primary key then a mechanism must exist to accommo-
date this. A column can be specified as a foreign key using
the “foreign_key” attribute.
For example, the following XML shows the primary key
ID of the EMPLOYEE table being converted to type number
and its numeric values being regenerated. It then illustrates
the foreign key EMPLOYEEID of the SALARY table should
be converted to type NUMBER and that it is also a foreign
key pointing to the ID column.
The cutover tool will then examine these XML state-
ments and convert them into SQL. It will also ensure that
the numeric values of the foreign keys and primary keys are
correctly aligned.
4. Large object manipulation
A common method of storing large amounts of data in
a database involves the use of column types BLOB (Binary
Large OBject) and CLOB (Character Large OBject). BLOB’s
are used to store binary data such as data from an image
file or other proprietary data formats. CLOB’s are generally
used to store large amounts of text. As a database schema
evolves between software versions, some fields which were
of type BLOB may be converted to CLOB’s. This can be a
challenging process and there are various ways to achieve
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this. One method is to write a SQL function which takes a
BLOB object and returns a CLOB object.
These implementations vary between database vendors
but this detail is abstracted away from the XML file. For
example, to change a column called “DOC” from its existing
type BLOB to CLOB it is very simple:
This functionality is once again left to the Cutover Tool
so that individual database vendors have a different method
of converting the BLOB to CLOB.
5. Table merging and splitting
The final complex type is table merging and verti-
cal/horizontal slicing.
Table merging involves taking two tables and combining
some or all of their columns and rows of the secondary table
into a primary table and then deleting the secondary table if
required. Here is the cutover XML which merges the MAN-
AGER table into the EMPLOYEE table (without delete).
Table slicing is the opposite of merging and involves cre-
ating a new table from the contents of an old table. Table
splitting can be horizontal, which takes rows from a primary
table into a new secondary table. Table splitting can also be
vertical which moves one or more table columns into a new
table.
As the example shows, Oracle can achieve the split in
two SQL statements, whereas IBM-DB2 does it in three.
This illustrates another example of how the cutover metadata
abstracts the detail away by representing the split using a
single line of XML.
6. Remaining issues
An important requirement was that the cutover process
should be fully data driven. This ensured a central point of
execution for the migration. Other tasks which were required
included the ability of the XML file to call SQL scripts. This
functionality is useful for loading data into tables and was
implemented using the <script> element.
<script name=“sql/insertproperties.
sql”/>
In the previous example, the cutover tool would read this
element and run all the SQL statements that exist in the
“insertproperties.sql” script file.
Another requirement was the facility to declare SQL state-
ments inside the cutover file XML. This was attended by
using the <sql> element, e.g.
<sql> UPDATE EMPLOYYEES SET ID = 0 <
/sql>
The <sql> elements can be inserted at the <table> level
or at <column> level depending on its scope within the
upgrade.
A final requirement included creating a method of execut-
ing compiled Java code from the cutover XML file. This was
necessary as some database upgrade tasks were not possible
using pure SQL. This could include running complex tasks
such as multi-part regular expressions, tree-based functions,
etc. An attribute, called functions, was then added to the main
<cutover> element which pointed to a Java class which is
loaded at run time using java reflection, e.g.
Individual methods of this class could then be run using
the functions element as follows:
<function method=“updateUser
Preferences”/>
At execution the XML would be read and the method
executed in a data-driven fashion.
5.3 Stage 3: Database upgrade
Once a user had finished manually editing the cutover XML
file, the next and final stage was to run the Cutover Tool as
part of the database upgrade.
The Cutover Tool was implemented in Java and uses the
JDOM library for parsing the cutover XML file. Execution
takes the following two parameters:
1. Cutover file: location of the cutover XML file.
2. Database connection: location of the database to run the
migration against.
After a successful connection to the customer database is
established the XML file is parsed in a sequential manner.
Figure 6 illustrates a full cutover execution on one table.
The conversion of XML meta-data to vendor-specific
database SQL can be compared with the analogy to source
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Fig. 6 This diagram illustrates a full execution of the Cutover Tool against an imaginary database containing a single table, USERS
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code being compiled into vendor-specific (e.g. PC, Linux,
Mac, etc) classes. Each database vendor has its own syntax
but the XML will remain the same. To support a new data-
base the XML to SQL section of the cutover tool can be
updated.
We will now discuss in more detail the main items of
XML to SQL generation. For example, in the <mappings>
element, we create and populate a temporary table, called
MAPPINGS, from the metadata, e.g.
We could have simply loaded this information into the
Cutover Tool application memory, but using a temporary
database table provides the ability to map database rows using
a single SQL as follows.
The following XML and SQL illustrate primary key regen-
eration:
The basic strategy was to pick an arbitrary number,
e.g. −100 to use as an initial value and then subtract the
ROWNUM pseudo-column in Oracle (or ROW_NUMBER in
IBM-DB2) to reset each row. However, if mapping is also per-
formed on the database column (as it is in this example) then
mapping occurs before key regeneration. This could result in
one or more rows having values and the lowest value of that
column must be queried. This value is then used in turn to
avoid number conflicts.
Other point to highlight is at the start of each <table>
element, we remove the primary key constraint of the table
and re-insert it again after all table alternations have been
performed. Temporary columns are also used extensively for
the purposes of mapping and populating foreign keys.
A point to make here is that there may exist a more effi-
cient or effective method of implementing the cutover XML
to SQL generation. This is perfectly fine and is to be encour-
aged. The architecture allows for this as different implemen-
tations can be created for each new supported database ven-
dor.
Once the database migration was thoroughly tested, it was
then shipped with the enterprise software upgrade and made
available to existing customers.
6 Future work
The current solution illustrates a successful proof of concept
of using meta-data approach to represent a database ven-
dor independent database migration. The tools were imple-
mented as a typical client application for both the cutover
generation and migration execution.
To produce the meta-data migration XML using the
“Cutover Generator” we assume that the user has two data-
base instances. The first database must be the “current”
database used by the old software version and the second
must be the “target” database that the software upgrade will
work against. This model forces the creation of the data-
base migration to occur after the software upgrade has been
implemented. However, software engineers generally prefer
to develop and test the software/upgrade at the same time and
in an incremental and iterative manner.
Work has already begun in moving towards the area of
database migrations using an Autonomic Computing par-
adigm. The basic premise is to create a monitoring agent
designed as a client–server/peer-to-peer application which
continuously runs in the background for the duration of a
software release. The main job of the tool will be to look
for changes in the development database and to append these
differences into a meta-data file. This incremental cutover
file can be constantly validated against a test database using
the existing Cutover Tool, essentially creating self-migration
and self-upgrades functionality into the system. If problems
occur user/s can be informed and actions taken appropriately.
To be fully or strong-autonomic, the tool will require
to be self-monitoring, self-adjusting and even self-healing
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which will need considerable research and development in
the future.
7 Conclusion
This work presents the problem area of complex database
upgrades of enterprise software. Currently, the most popular
way of executing a database upgrade is to run one or more
SQL scripts. This paper examines the various issues associ-
ated with this approach. When a database upgrade is com-
plex, i.e. requires thousands of SQL statements, different
migrate versions and/or support multiple database vendors,
then the current SQL script-based process can result in an
exponential amount of different database migration scenar-
ios. This raises the likelihood of user errors creeping in or
scripts becoming out of sync.
A taxonomy of the typical changes a migration is com-
prised of was then defined. This consisted of six “simple”
and five “complex” migration tasks. The use of XML meta-
data was examined and how it can allow users to express a
given migration in a more abstract, simple and concise man-
ner. Using a metadata approach, only a single XML file was
required instead of multiple SQL scripts for each database
vendor. A cutover tool was created for this work which trans-
lates the XML file into the correct SQL statements.
The advantages of this approach also included the ability
to run a tool to auto generate most of the “simple” tasks
and also some of the more “complex” tasks. This proved to
be very useful as it saved substantial effort and increased
confidence in the database migration process.
The cutover tool was then bundled into production code
and successfully executed against existing large customer
databases as part of their software upgrade.
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